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Real-time X-ray microscopy was used to study the influence of hydrogen-bubble formation on the morphology of ramified zinc
electrodeposit. The experimental results show that when intense hydrogen bubbling occurs at high potential, the morphology of the
ramified zinc deposit changes from dense-branching to fern-shaped dendrite. The fern-shaped dendrite results in part from the
constricted growth due to hydrogen bubbles but also from the highly concentrated electric field. The fern-shaped dendrite
morphology was observed during the early stages of electroplating for both the potentiostatic and galvanostatic modes; however,
the deposit plated in the galvanostatic mode densified via lateral growth during the later plating stages. This indicates that
potentiostatic plating for which the hydrogen-bubble formation steadily occurs throughout the electrodeposition process is better
than galvanostatic plating for fabricating fern-shaped deposits, which are ideal electrodes for Zn–air batteries due to the relatively
large specific area.
© 2008 The Electrochemical Society. �DOI: 10.1149/1.2894189� All rights reserved.
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Hydrogen-bubble formation is a well-known phenomenon during
metal electrodeposition and is normally considered a nuisance be-
cause of its negative impact on the quality of the deposit.1,2 How-
ever, one can also take advantage of the bubbles. For example, it
was realized that the surface of the bubble can provide active sites
for zinc electrocrystallization.3 Hydrogen bubbles can also serve as
a dynamic template for fabricating self-supporting three-
dimensional foams of metal deposit.4 Along these lines, we demon-
strate here that hydrogen bubbles directly affect the growth mor-
phology and can make it possible to control the dendritic growth as
required for certain important applications.

Electrodeposition is one of the main techniques to fabricate rami-
fied structures with high surface areas,5-9 in particular with zinc. In
turn, zinc electrodes are widely used in battery systems. To enhance
the battery efficiency, zinc electrodes with high surface areas are
preferable. A wide variety of ramified Zn deposit patterns can be
obtained by varying the growth conditions.10-12 For example, Lopez
and Choi13 studied zinc dendrite morphologies electroplated in non-
aqueous formamide media. Their results indicate that the morpho-
logical features of dendrite zinc electrodes, such as particle size,
shape, and degree of branching, markedly influence the physical,
chemical, and electrochemical properties. However, a detailed un-
derstanding of the electrochemistry and physics of the ramified
growth14-18 has been limited so far by the lack of suitable monitor-
ing tools.

We attacked this problem using the high speed and high reso-
lution of phase-contrast microradiology19-23 with synchrotron
X-rays. Phase contrast particularly makes the detection of the small
difference in the X-ray refractive index between air and liquid pos-
sible and facilitates the otherwise impossible imaging of bubble evo-
lution by X-ray microscopy. The other less-obvious benefit intro-
duced by the use of phase contrast is to allow microradiology
observation at a much greater distance from the specimen without
suffering image degradation from edge blurring. With the high pen-
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etration and the high brightness of synchrotron hard X-ray, phase-
contrast microradiology enabled us to investigate in detail the
hydrogen-bubble formation process and the corresponding elec-
trodeposition morphology in three-dimension �3D� and in a standard
environment.24,25 We observed morphological transitions of the
ramified zinc deposits plated under both the galvanostatic and po-
tentiostatic modes that are clearly linked to the presence of hydrogen
bubbles.3,19,20

Specifically, our approach enabled us to quantitatively measure
the hydrogen-bubble formation and assess its dependence on the
applied potential and its impact on consequent morphology of the
deposit.26 Conventional studies of this problem would require the
macroscopic analysis of the growth morphology, removal of the
deposit from the electrolyte for microanalysis, and calculations of
the metal plating efficiency, with qualitative information on bubble
formation. This approach, without real-time in situ observation,
would miss the important morphology transitions and their link to
hydrogen-bubble formation.

The observed morphology change from dense-branching27,28 to
fern-shaped dendrite in the potentiostatic plating mode with increas-
ing potential was found to be directly related to increased hydrogen-
bubble formation. The hydrogen bubbles also affected the ramified
growth in galvanostatic plating. In this case, however, lateral growth
was found to occur during the later plating stages when the effect of
the hydrogen bubbles decreased.

Among these morphologies, the fern-shaped dendrite has the
highest surface area and can be of practical use in batteries if its
growth can be controlled as indicated by our results. Therefore, our
findings have a potential impact on applications besides explaining
the plating-growth dynamics, leading to different morphologies.

Previous real-time studies of ramified electrodeposit formation
were performed in two-dimensional �2D� cells due to the depth-of-
focus problem while using optical microscopy. The role of hydrogen
bubbles was not a main objective of these studies, because in 2D
electroplating cells the bubbles markedly retard the development of
ramified electrodeposits. Our experimental approach enabled us to
monitor hydrogen-bubble evolution and the related Zn deposit mor-
phological changes in 3D and with no restrictions on the elec-
CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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trodeposition geometry. This made it possible to discover bubble
effects that are potentially positive rather than negative, specifically
for obtaining metal electrodes with large surface areas.29-34

Experimental

Zinc electrodeposits were grown in either the potentiostatic �con-
stant potential� mode or the galvanostatic �constant current� mode at
room temperature in an aqueous solution composed of 2.2 M ZnCl2
and 4.8 M KCl without stirring. The electrolyte was prepared with
analytical chemicals and deionized water and deaerated with bub-
bling nitrogen prior to electroplating.

A three-electrode electrochemical cell was specifically designed
for our in situ microradiography experiments. The cell was ma-
chined from Teflon bulk and had two windows with adjustable po-
sitions to control the solution thickness. In the experiments dis-
cussed here, a 5 mm thick solution was selected so as to avoid
unnecessarily excessive X-ray absorption by the electrolyte while
providing adequate space for ramified growth. The distance between
the cathode and anode was adjusted to 10 mm. The working elec-
trode was made of copper rod, had a cross-sectional area of 0.5
� 2 mm2, and was embedded in corrosion-resisting epoxy. Before
each run, the electrode was polished with 2400 grit emery paper,
cleaned in a 5% sulfuric acid solution for 5 s, and finally rinsed with
deionized water. The counter electrode was an electrolytic zinc
plate, and the reference electrode was a saturated calomel electrode
�SCE� positioned close to the working electrode using a Luggin
capillary. Electroplating was performed using an Autolab PGSTAT
30 potentiostat/galvanostat. All potentials reported in this article are
with respect to the SCE. During electroplating, microradiography
with coherent X-rays was performed in real time using the 01A
beamline of the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center,
Taiwan and the 7B2 beamline of the Pohang light source, Korea.35

In order to explain the growth dynamics, the electric-field distri-
bution across zinc anode and copper cathode was calculated with the
ANSYS software based on the assumption that the electrolyte com-
position is uniform and the solution electrical receptivity remains
constant during electroplating.

Results and Discussion

It is well documented that the common “well-defined morpholo-
gies,” such as diffusion-limiting aggregation, dense-branching mor-
phology, and dendrite morphology,10,11,27,28 cannot be obtained in a
2D electrodeposition cell when hydrogen bubbles are developed to-
gether with the ramified growth.36 When hydrogen bubbles are gen-
erated in a 2D cell, the deposition is retarded or jeopardized and
spongy deposits are usually formed instead of a well-defined mor-
phology. However, a well-defined morphology often does coexist
with hydrogen bubbles in 3D environments.4

As already mentioned, the reason for performing experiments in
2D is the use of optical microscopy. Although laser confocal micros-
copy has better imaging capabilities for thicker specimens, it has a
relatively slow imaging speed not suitable for real-time electrodepo-
sition studies. Furthermore, when hydrogen bubbles are formed they
interfere with optical microimaging, making it difficult to observe
their effects.

Studies in 2D are arguably simpler than those in 3D, because
they are not affected by complications like convection and, indeed,
hydrogen bubbles. We believe, however, that due to progress in the
knowledge of electrodeposition, 3D studies are now justified and
timely. The high penetration of X-ray microscopy enabled us to
make the transition from 2D to 3D.

We first measured the cathodic-polarization curves to determine
the basic electrochemical parameters of this system. The results of
the polarization-curve measurement at a few example scanning rates
are shown in Fig. 1. The detailed differences as shown in the inset
highlight the problem of such measurements in providing the fun-
damental electrochemical properties of the electrolyte, because the
changes in the electrode surface and morphology in the case to study
Downloaded 14 Nov 2008 to 128.178.88.84. Redistribution subject to E
dendritic growth can no longer be ignored. We therefore use appar-
ent current density to reflect the fact that we are handling an unfixed
electrode.

In our case, after the onset of the deposition, there is a clear
difference in the cathodic-polarization curves scanned at different
rates. However, the common characteristics �the sharp rise in the
apparent current density at potential �1.5 V� is almost identical. It
is well known that this rise is a direct sign of the electrolysis of
water and the consequential formation of hydrogen bubbles. To en-
sure that our study is not affected by the variation in cathode mor-
phology, we monitor the electrode in real time during the measure-
ment of the cathodic-polarization curve.

Figures 2 and 3 show an example of the simultaneously mea-
sured cathodic-polarization curve at a rather fast scan rate of
0.09 V/s and X-ray radiographs showing the morphological evolu-
tion. Zinc plating is not observed at the potential period of 0 to
−1.0 V �Fig. 3a and b�. The formation of a compact layer is at the
region with potential ca. −1.0 V �Fig. 3c�. This is quite reasonable
compared to the standard reduction potential of zinc at −0.76 V vs
standard hydrogen electrode �−1.0 V vs SCE�. Due to the high scan-
ning rate, the detail of morphological evolution is not monitored
closely. However, dendritic growth is observed �Fig. 3d and f�,
which explains that the variation of the polarization curves at differ-
ent scanning rates is indeed related to the changing morphology of

Figure 1. The cathodic polarization curves of zinc electrodeposition under
different scanning rates.

Figure 2. A cathodic polarization curve at a scan rate of 0.09 V/s.
CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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the deposit. Dendritic growth does not appear with zinc electroplat-
ing before the ramping up of the potential reaches the end of this
type of fast scans.

In addition to the fast rising in the apparent current density at
higher potential, a plateau in the polarization curve can still be quali-
tatively derived. For example, such an obvious plateau in Fig. 1 was
observed at �13 A dm−2 and identified as the limiting current
density37 determined by the maximum rate of mass transfer by dif-
fusion. When the negative potential is higher than this plateau re-
gion, intense hydrogen-bubble formation was indeed observed
dominating the electrochemical reaction, and the clear threshold, as
seen in Fig. 1, indicated the onset of water electrolysis.
Downloaded 14 Nov 2008 to 128.178.88.84. Redistribution subject to E
To analyze the effects of the electrode changes, we extracted the
peak voltage in the galvanostatic measurements, such as those plot-
ted in Fig. 4a, at different current densities; the results are plotted in
Fig. 4b. These peak voltages obtained in the galvanostatic mode
right after turning on the current provide a good picture of the
voltage–current density characteristics for a clean surface. The re-
sults again show a plateau at a current �13 A dm−2. Therefore, the
limiting current density obtained with this approach is in agreement
with that obtained from Fig. 1.

Real-time X-ray microscopy measurements confirm that with
higher voltage and current densities intense bubble formation starts.

Figure 3. Sequence of microradiographs
showing the morphological evolution dur-
ing cathodic polarization scanning.
CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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In fact, the level-off voltage, ca. −1.2 V in Fig. 4a, or the threshold
voltage of −1.5 V in Fig. 1, which is consistent with the electrolysis
potential of water for the cathodic electrode,38 is a more relevant
parameter than the limiting current density because it corresponds to
the onset of the hydrogen-bubble formation. Our investigations of
the effect of bubbles on ramified growth were mostly focused on this
regime of intense bubble formation.

A small number of hydrogen bubbles can already be observed
during zinc electrocrystallization in conditions near the limiting cur-
rent density region. Figure 5 shows an example of galvanostatic
deposit plated at 13 A dm−2. A dense-branching structure grew lin-
early with the electroplating time. The formation of hydrogen
bubbles does not appear to affect the ramified growth, and the de-
posit became denser as electroplating continued. A similar growth
behavior was observed in the potentiostatic deposition mode at low
potential. Therefore, this appears as the growth morphology in the
absence of bubble effects.

Above the limiting current density region, the cathode reaction
was dominated by the creation of hydrogen bubbles; simultaneously,
a morphological transition was observed during the ramified growth.
Sequential microradiographs of the deposit plated in the galvano-
static mode at 20 A dm−2 are shown in Fig. 6. In the early stages of
electroplating, most of the cathode surface was covered by hydrogen
bubbles, leaving a limited number of spots available for deposit
nucleation and limited directions for deposit growth. A fern-shaped
dendrite was formed and consisted of a main stem, around which
many side branches were uniformly distributed.

The fern-shaped structure grew outward within a short period of
time �Fig. 6a-c�, producing a completely nucleated structure before
lateral growth prevailed at a rate significantly higher than that of the
outward growth. Overall, the fern-shaped dendrite morphology
gradually disappeared and a dense deposit formed with top-heavy
characteristics �Fig. 6d-h�.

The electrostatic potential was measured in situ during galvano-
static electroplating like that of Fig. 4. Figure 7a shows a potential
transient curve at 20 A dm−2. The curve can be divided into three
stages: when the current was switched on, the voltage immediately
rose to a given value, then drastically dropped over a few seconds
and decreased more gradually afterward. These stages correspond to
the transitions in the electrode conditions.39

Figure 5. Sequential microradiographs of
dense-branching growth at 13 A dm−2,
taken at different times during growth: �a�
99, �b� 255, �c� 411, and �d� 515 s.
Figure 4. �a� The voltage–time curve measured at different current densities.
�b� The extracted peak voltage in �a� plotted as a function of the current
density.
CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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The first stage was associated with the double-layer charging,
when the conductivity of the electrolyte went to zero as the concen-
tration of zinc ions became negligible at the cathode. After the maxi-
mum voltage, a linear decrease in voltage with the plating time was
noted along with the appearance of fern-shaped dendrites. Such a
decrease, occurring instead of the expected steady voltage, is caused
by the evolution of the deposit. Indeed, the ramified structure in-
creases the cathodic surface area and therefore reduces the potential
at constant current. Strong hydrogen-bubble formation interfered
with the potential measurements, leading to voltage oscillation dur-
ing the second stage. During the final stage, the voltage gradually
Downloaded 14 Nov 2008 to 128.178.88.84. Redistribution subject to E
decreased to ca. −1.2 to −1.0 V, and hydrogen-bubble creation
nearly terminated. The potential measurements yielded smooth
curves without oscillations.

We found that the potential of the final stage in the potential
transition curves was always −1.2 to −1.0 V in the region above
limiting current density. Experiments performed with a current den-
sity of 30 A dm−2 yielded the same trend in the potential �Fig. 7b�.
For all current densities, the last growth stage results in a dense
branching morphology instead of an outward growth, developed by
lateral growth of the fern-shaped dendrites.

Figure 6. Sequence of microradiographs
showing a zinc deposit on a copper sub-
strate �on the left� obtained with galvano-
static plating at 20 A dm−2. The images
correspond to the times �a� 5.4, �b� 10.6,
�c� 15.8, �d� 21, �e� 26.2, �f� 31.4, �g� 47,
and �h� 151 s. Images �a-d� show that the
deposited zinc forms fern-shaped den-
drites with outward growth, whereas im-
ages �e-h� show dense-branching dendrites
with lateral growth.
CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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Figure 8 shows the average growth height �measured from the
substrate/deposit interface to the deposit surface� as a function of
electroplating time at 20 A dm−2. The fern-shaped dendrites gener-
ally grew faster than dense-branching deposits regardless of the cur-
rent density. The average growth height of the fern-shaped dendrites
increased linearly with time when the outward growth prevailed.
The growth rate of the fern-shaped dendrite decreased dramatically
at the transitional point �the arrow in Fig. 8�, and a smaller growth
rate was observed afterward for the dense-branching deposit. This
rate change coincides precisely with the slope change of the poten-
tial transient curve, marked by the arrow in Fig. 7a, confirming
again the strong correlation with hydrogen-bubble formation.

Figure 9 shows an example of zinc electrocrystallization at an
applied potential of −1.8 V that is well above the limiting current
density region; the hydrogen-bubble effects dominate the deposition,
and fern-shaped dendrites are formed. Unlike the galvanostatic

Figure 8. The average growth height vs deposition time galvanostatic plat-
ing at 20 A dm−2.

Figure 9. Sequential microradiographs of
fern-shaped dendrites growth at −1.8 V,
taken at different times: �a� 5.4, �b� 10.6,
�c� 15.8, and �d� 21 s.
Figure 7. �a� Potential transient curve at 20 A dm−2. The arrow labeled a-h
corresponds to the microradiographs in Fig. 3. �b� Potential transient curve at

−2
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mode, the zinc deposit remained fern-shaped dendrite throughout
the entire potentiostatic-mode deposition. The morphology transition
in the galvanostatic mode from the fern-shaped dendrite with a ma-
jor stem in the axial direction to the dense-branching observed in
Fig. 6 can thus be attributed to the change in the bubble formation
rate.

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram for the formation of fern-
shaped dendrites. Once an existing dendrite is surrounded by a
couple of hydrogen bubbles, the concentration of zinc ions can be
divided into two zones, a Zn2+-depleted zone in the space between
the two bubbles and a zone with the original Zn2+ concentration
outside them. The Zn2+ concentration difference between these two
zones can cause local convection40,41 �Fig. 10a�, replenishing the
zinc ions necessary for the growth of the main stem of the fern-
shaped dendrites. The creation of hydrogen bubbles suppresses the
lateral growth of fern-shaped dendrites, while a fast tip growth is
promoted by the concentrated electric field �Fig. 10b and c�. When
the main stem outgrows the surrounding hydrogen bubbles, its side
branches start to split, leading to the appearance of fern-shaped den-
drites �Fig. 10d�. Figure 10e is an enlarged X-ray image taken from
Fig. 6 showing an example of the fern-shaped dendrite.

To better examine this phenomenon, a simple electric field analy-
sis was performed. Figure 11 shows the electric-field distribution
across the zinc anode and cathode with a dendrite constricted by
bubbles. The electric field is not only concentrated on the dendrite
tip but also distributed on the dendrite stem. This causes the growth
Downloaded 14 Nov 2008 to 128.178.88.84. Redistribution subject to E
of long dendrite stems and side branches. In the case of galvano-
static plating, the lateral growth gradually dominates the overall
ramified formation because the potential drops as the plating contin-
ues, reaching values too low for sufficient bubble formation for the
growth of fern-shaped dendrites. As a result, in the galvanostatic
mode the fern-shaped dendrites evolve to a more-compact ramified
deposit as the plating continues.

Conclusion

The tendency to eventually produce densified growth with poten-
tial dropping below the value needed for hydrogen-bubble formation
makes the galvanostatic mode less suitable than potentiostatic plat-
ing for applications requiring large surface areas. Indeed, fern-
shaped dendrites have much larger surface areas than the dense-
branching structure. These interlaced dendrites, once collapsed after
removal from the electrolyte, result in a porous structure. Zinc elec-
trodeposits composed of fern-shaped dendrites have been shown to
possess large electrochemically active surface areas13 ideal for Zn–
air batteries. Our results suggest that this type of fabrication can be
achieved by controlling the hydrogen-bubble formation, which is
directly related to the applied potential rather than to the current
density.

This practical conclusion can lead to interesting applications in
plating technology, transforming bubbles from negative elements to

Figure 10. Schematic diagram showing
the formation of fern-shaped dendrites.
The circles indicate hydrogen bubbles.
The dotted arrowhead lines indicate the
electric field. The main stem of the fern-
shaped dendrite grows between two hy-
drogen bubbles.

Figure 11. �Color online� Electric-field
distribution between the zinc anode and
the cathode for a dendrite constricted by
bubbles. A closer view is shown on the
right side.
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potentially useful tools. In general, our results stress the importance
of real-time study to fully understand electroplating and to identify
new ways to exploit its potential capabilities.
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